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This article describes the changing culture of

a public school as members of its community

explore new ways of being accountable to pro-

gressive ideals in an age of skills-based learning

and standardized testing. Using documentation

makes adult and student learning visible in and

outside the classroom, supporting three forms of

accountability: (a) accountability to self (looking

at what one intended to teach in relation to

what actually happened); (b) accountability to
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each other (contributing to collective learning as

well as one’s own); and (c) accountability to the

larger community (evaluating the relationship be-

tween the school’s mission and classroom prac-

tice). Documentation leads to more intentional

and reflective teaching, provides evidence of stu-

dent learning not represented by standardized

tests, and supports the development of a school’s

identity. The authors conclude that documenta-

tion, although not a replacement for standardized

tests, is a versatile tool that blurs the line between

formative and summative assessment.

I
T IS OPENING NIGHT of the Making Learning

Visible Exhibition at the Wickliffe Progressive

Community School, a public K–5 school in Up-

per Arlington, Ohio (see Figure 1). Wickliffe is a

parent-choice school serving approximately 450
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Krechevsky, Rivard, and Burton Accountability in Three Realms

Figure 1. Visitors viewing teacher exhibits at the

Wickliffe learning exhibition. Eight Wickliffe Inquiry

Groups (or WIGs) of teachers, administrators, and par-

ents contributed documentation panels to the Wickliffe

exhibition. The panels shared what WIGs had learned

about student learning.

students. Founded in 1988, the school is known

in the Columbus area for meeting the needs of

diverse learners. Wickliffe has two specially des-

ignated classrooms serving children with autism,

as well as an additional classroom for children

with severe learning disabilities. The exhibition

is an attempt to imagine and explore alternative

forms of assessment and accountability in an age

of standardized testing. Principal Fred Burton

and fifth grade teacher Maureen Reedy address

an audience of 200 parents, teachers, and com-

munity members:

Fred: Whether they acknowledge it or not,

schools stand for something. We stand for

our school’s 10 principles of progressive

education: : : : Testing and accountability aren’t

always artfully done, but it’s not enough just to

say that without trying to create some alterna-

tives : : : to be more accountable to ourselves,

to each other, and to the community. These

exhibits are another way to see children and

the kind of intellectual life that children and

teachers have at Wickliffe: : : :

Maureen: I’ll tell you one thing, the Ohio

achievement test next week is not going to have

a question that will adequately assess the group

learning and intellectual insights and depth of

discovery these students have made at Wickliffe

this year: : : : We are exploring another language

that reveals knowledge, growth, and students

becoming contributing members of a democratic

society.

As Fred noted in his opening remarks, all

schools—intentionally or not—stand for some-

thing. Many school mission statements call for

developing communities of collaborative learn-

ers and citizens capable of participating in a

democratic and multicultural society. Yet these

statements tend to remain abstract; school life

does not always reflect such lofty goals. In the

spring of 2007 and 2008, Wickliffe educators de-

cided to go public with two exhibitions of teach-

ing and learning as a way to hold themselves

accountable to the ten principles of progressive

education on which the school was founded (see

Appendix). The exhibitions were designed to

provoke questions and ideas about teaching and

learning such as, “What counts as children’s or

adults’ learning?,” “What are my assumptions,

values, and beliefs about teaching and learning?,”

and “How do we instill a sense of responsibility

for each other’s learning throughout our commu-

nity?”

In this article, we discuss documentation as

a powerful tool for supporting three forms of

accountability: (a) accountability to self, (b) ac-

countability to each other, and (c) accountability

to the larger community. We define documen-

tation as the practice of observing, recording,

interpreting, and sharing through a variety of

media the processes and products of learning

in order to deepen learning. At Wickliffe, the

practice of documentation introduced artifacts

of learning into the school culture that enabled

educators to look at their own and the school’s

pedagogical goals and values in relation to what

actually happens in their classrooms (account-

ability to self); to support their own and others’

learning (accountability to others); and to provide

evidence of valued student learning that is often

not assessed by standardized tests (accountability

to the larger community).

Standardized testing in the United States has

its roots in the early 1900s. During that time, the

tests were used primarily as a form of scientific
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Observation, Documentation, and Reflection

management to control the behavior of teachers

and students in order to make schools more effi-

cient (Callahan, 1962; Terman, 1919). Since the

1970s, the use of standardized tests has increased

dramatically as a way to measure not only student

learning, but teacher, administrator, and school

effectiveness. Many of today’s educators are

concerned that our current accountability system

is squeezing out more creative and content-rich

learning (Pedulla et al., 2003). Even when test

scores are on the rise, they do not always reflect

deeper learning (Fuller, Gesicki, Kang, & Wright,

2006; Klein, Hamilton, McCaffrey, & Stecher,

2000; Koretz, 2008; Linn, 2000). Teachers in

successful, as well as failing, schools are increas-

ingly dispirited when they see the joy, intellectual

richness, and passion of teaching and learning

take a backseat to testing mania. We hope the

ideas and practices described in this article point

to another way to think about accountability and

how it might be carried out.

Accountability to Self

John Dewey believed that the best teach-

ers were good learners. Teachers become ac-

countable to themselves when they are diligent

students of their own teaching. At Wickliffe,

documentation became a powerful tool to help

teachers learn about their teaching and its impact

on students. Documentation serves different pur-

poses at different points in the learning process.

But first and foremost it is a tool for internal

use—an aid to teachers’ or students’ reflections

and to informing future learning. Documentation

helps teachers stay close to students’ learning and

interests and get to know the students in front

of them as individuals and as a group. When

teachers document student learning, they are able

to compare what they intended to do with what

actually took place, and use that information to

make decisions about what happens next (cf.

Black & Wiliam, 1998). Through documentation,

teachers and children are able to revisit their work

and their words, deepening their own learning

and becoming better observers of learning in the

process.

At Wickliffe, teachers, administrators, and

parents formed eight inquiry groups that explored

questions about student learning connected to one

or more of Wickliffe’s 10 principles. Third/fourth

grade teachers, Molly Hinkle and Cindy Gilder-

sleeve, and first/second grade teacher, Brenda

Boyd, formed an inquiry group to study how lis-

tening enhances learning. After asking her class

what good listening looks like, Molly reflected

on her students’ words:

I’m learning two things right now. First, I learn

a lot more about my students and their thinking

if I’m really focused and listening. Sometimes I

try to do too many things at once and I miss out

on the learning that could take place. Second,

I’m learning that many of my students think that

listening has to do with [following] directions.

I think there’s a lot more to it than that. Now I

know what to work on with the class : : : and I

wouldn’t know that if I hadn’t listened.

When Cindy was documenting a small group

of boys who were refining the design of a

machine they had built with K’Nex the previous

day, one boy said, “The launch power is stronger

and the ball goes farther when it only goes to one

side.” In reflecting on this comment, Cindy spec-

ulated that the boys might be ready to explore

the concept of velocity. In the past, Cindy might

have set out criteria for the project, determined

whether the criteria were met, and asked about

the boys’ next steps or ways to improve their

invention. Instead, by listening closely to the

children’s words, Cindy decided to introduce a

new concept and set the stage for the boys to

continue exploring their hypothesis. As Cindy

put it,

Before, I listened to children but always felt

my best teaching occurred when I was in-

teracting with or instructing students. Now I

believe my best teaching occurs after I have

listened carefully to conversations the children

have, reflected on these conversations, and used

my reflections to guide my interactions with

students.

For Brenda, recording and reviewing a group

discussion about what it means to learn in groups
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helped her to realize: (a) students were mimick-

ing her words rather than answering for them-

selves; and (b) they thought learning happened

only with the teacher present. Brenda reflected,

“When I was listening to and recording the

children initially, I didn’t notice them using my

words as they spoke. It was only after looking

at the transcript of their words that I was able

to see my words in their speech.” The students’

responses suggested to Brenda that she needed

to focus more on the Wickliffe principle of en-

couraging children to create their own knowledge

and share their thinking more directly with one

another. She began to document times when the

class invented new strategies to solve problems.

Brenda would write a math problem on the

board, ask students to share their solutions and

problem-solving strategies, and then put students’

names next to their responses on the board. This

practice communicated both that problems could

be solved in multiple ways and students could tap

their peers as resources. Later, when students ran

into problems they couldn’t solve, Brenda would

say, “Who can you ask?” The children would

matter-of-factly name their classmates who had

previously offered ideas that worked. Referring

students to each other also gave Brenda the

opportunity to step back, document, and make

student thinking visible to the students them-

selves.

Being accountable to oneself entails being in-

tentional about what you are doing and why, and

whether what happens in class reflects your in-

tentions. Steve Seidel (2008) likened this kind of

accountability to philosophical, as distinguished

from psychometric, justification. In describing

the extraordinary work of the preschool teachers

in Reggio Emilia, Italy, Seidel (2008) said,

Every moment of the day, every detail of the

physical environment, every dimension of rela-

tionships in the school is considered, debated,

refined. Choices are examined in relation to the

ideas that animate them and the actual experi-

ences of children and teachers in the classroom.

This is endless work. What is decided today is

reconsidered next year, next week, or the next

day. (pp. 14–15)

For Molly, Cindy, and Brenda, better listening

and visibility lead to greater intentionality—

articulating more clearly their learning goals in

relation to the school’s mission and taking stu-

dents’ views into account when making decisions

about their next teaching moves.

Accountability to Each Other

In Accountability to Each Other, everyone in

the school takes responsibility for contributing

to one another’s learning and growth, as well

as their own. They also take responsibility for

forming the school’s identity as a community

that learns. Documentation plays a key role

both in supporting individual and group learning

and in building a collective identity. Students

and teachers support each other’s learning in

multiple ways—who the learner is can shift at

any moment (Elmore, 2003). For example, rather

than answering questions themselves, teachers

frequently refer students’ comments and ques-

tions back to other students. Teachers invite col-

leagues into their classrooms—literally as well

as through documentation—to get other per-

spectives and share ideas. From time to time,

Cindy would watch a colleague’s class so her

colleague could observe Cindy’s students and

give her feedback. Teachers also invited students

studying related topics to look at documentation

from other classrooms. Parents, too, were asked

to become intellectual partners. Teachers sought

out parent input during the planning stages of

a project or study and parents helped to collect

documentation. For Fred, formerly evaluative

principal–teacher relationships became learning

relationships, with documentation at the center

and teachers doing more of the talking.

Increased awareness around how documenta-

tion can support everyone’s learning also changed

expectations of what was displayed in Wick-

liffe’s hallways. Adults and students evaluated

the effectiveness of hallway displays, in large

part by determining what others could learn from

them. Reviewing a panel with their teacher about

an economics unit, fifth grade students critiqued

both its content and design. In discussing the
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Observation, Documentation, and Reflection

purpose of the display, students said it was partly

to teach others what they had learned. The panel

included many statements such as, “I learned how

to write checks” and “I learned about registering

to vote.” When the teacher asked the class,

“Where is the evidence of this learning?,” several

students decided to collect or create artifacts that

demonstrated their learning in a way that would

also teach others. One student’s hope for the

board was that next year a fifth grader might say,

“Hey, I already know how to do that. I learned it

from your display last year.”

Fifth-grade teacher Maureen Reedy posted

three questions that she asked her students about

ecosystems in the hall (emphasis added):

1. What is important for others to know about

what we have learned about our ecosystem?

2. How can we share what we learned about our

ecosystem with others?

3. How does your model help others deepen their

understanding of the subject?

Maureen’s questions demonstrate a subtle, yet

powerful, shift in orientation—asking that her

students consider the learning of others. The

questions encourage learners to take a step back

and consider creating a public and collective

body of knowledge that benefits everyone. In

the past, Maureen sometimes asked students to

discuss questions like this before sharing what

they learned at the end of a study, but now she

asks students to think about what others could

learn during the learning process as well. (This is

reminiscent of a question that teachers in Reggio

Emilia often pose before beginning a new project

with children, “What can we do to remember

what you did so we can communicate it to

others?”) Bringing attention to sharing learning

with others—before, during, or after the learning

process—encourages learners to take a metacog-

nitive stance and often reach greater clarity and

understanding.

As learning became more visible at Wick-

liffe—through documentation in the classrooms

and halls, as well as at PTO meetings and

exhibitions—parents began to post their own

reflections on the hall panels. Sabrina Walters,

a first/second grade teacher and Wickliffe parent,

used to share students’ final products to celebrate

the end of a unit. Now she facilitated struc-

tured discussions with small groups of parents to

look at works-in-progress. Among other things,

these discussions allowed her to see what kinds

of learning parents valued most and to better

understand their expectations for their children.

Led by Sabrina, nine parents at Wickliffe formed

their own inquiry group and identified a question

about the value of children having unstructured

time. The parent group used the same structures

and discussion protocols as the teacher groups,

bringing documentation to their meetings and

contributing a panel to the Making Learning

Visible exhibition. Although parents continued

to fulfill the more common roles of fund-raising

and social planning, they also more fully reflected

Wickliffe’s sixth principle of parents and teachers

as coeducators.

Accountability to the

Larger Community

Much of the information the public receives

about schools takes the form of short newspaper

articles or news spots that, more often than not,

focus on the failures of particular schools or

public education more broadly as measured by

federally or state-mandated tests. Such a myopic

view provides a limited account of schools’

and children’s capabilities. It is much easier to

mandate tests than to go into schools and figure

out how to improve instruction directly. But

accountability to the larger community should

include multiple ways of demonstrating student

learning. Standardized tests are one form of

evidence; learning exhibitions are another.

The documentation panels created for the

Wickliffe exhibitions—each connected to one

or more of the 10 principles—are one way to

determine whether the Wickliffe mission is being

realized. The exhibitions served at least four

purposes:

� To provide a form of self- and peer-assessment

related to the school’s mission;
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� To provide evidence of the kinds of learning

that many people value, but are not reflected

in standardized tests;

� To provoke conversation about teaching and

learning in the wider community, in part by

challenging unexamined notions of children’s

capabilities; and

� To deepen the exhibitors’ own learning (teach-

ers, parents, principal) through the hard but

rewarding work of communicating learning to

others.

Documentation can provide evidence of learn-

ing not captured by most standardized tests,

like students listening to and learning from each

other, using their imaginations, thinking critically

and creatively, developing a sense of esthetics

and emotional understanding, and understanding

what it means to be members of a democratic

society. For example, in intervention specialist

Jill Hughes’s exhibition panel documenting a unit

on emotions, first and second graders (all on

the autism spectrum) identified their questions

about emotions, looked for pictures of different

emotions, and analyzed them for physical cues.

(“He is kind of smiling, but does that always

mean he’s happy?” “No. I think sometimes you

can smile, but not really feel happy—maybe

you’re nervous or something. Sometimes I laugh

when I am really kind of scared of something.”)

The children identified four cues: eyes, eyebrows,

mouth, and sometimes hands. One week after

the study ended, a visibly upset student came

into the classroom. As Jill went to meet the

student, she overheard a brief exchange between

three children: “Is he sad?” “No, he’s really mad!

Look at his mouth.” “No, I think he’s frustrated.

See how his hands are up by his eyes.” For

students for whom the socio-emotional world

often remains a mystery, these comments and

Jill’s documentation showed more about what

they had learned than many external assessments

could have.

Moreover, when documentation is shared out-

side the school, it extends the learning experi-

ence to the wider public and contributes to the

collective knowledge about how children learn.

In another example, our colleague Ben Mardell’s

(2008) video documentation of his kindergarten’s

study of the Boston Marathon served at least

two purposes: (a) It informed next steps in the

study so Ben could more effectively support

children’s learning; and (b) it demonstrated to

other educators the potential of the group as a

context for learning and suggested ways they

might develop powerful learning groups of their

own. When Wickliffe parents were shown the

video at a PTO meeting as an introduction to

ideas about documentation and group learning,

many gained new insight into the role children

could play in their own learning and the capacity

of young children for generating high quality

work. One parent, in reflecting on his role in his

youngest daughter’s recent kindergarten home-

work to create a robot head, resolved to approach

things differently in the future:

I will turn the roles around. I will be the helper

and focus more on letting the children figure

things out for themselves, giving them sup-

port where needed, and “reviewing the results”

through pictures, such as the ones we took of

making the robot. I began this robot experience

understanding the value of time spent with

my daughter, wanting to teach her new skills,

and trying to help her to learn the “correct”

way to do things. I have learned that through

brainstorming together, putting my child in the

driver’s seat, documenting her thoughts and

actions, and helping her to put them together

as something concrete, I help to open her mind

and learn to think—and in the process I can feel

my mind is more open as well : : :

From viewing the Marathon video, this parent

realized that assigning prescribed tasks to his

daughter such as measuring, taping, and finding

parts for the robot deprived her of an oppor-

tunity to problem-solve and create a product

that reflected her own thinking, creativity, and

standards. Although the Marathon video shows

children in the Boston area, documentation like

this allows the project to be shared outside its

original context and provoke assumptions and

beliefs about how and what children learn. Like-

wise, the Wickliffe documentation panels trav-
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Observation, Documentation, and Reflection

� In what ways does the documentation focus on learning, not just something we did?

� How does the documentation make visible the learning process as well as product?

� Does the documentation promote conversation or deepen understanding about some aspect of learning?

� Is there evidence to support the interpretations made in the documentation?

� Is there other information the viewer needs in order to follow the account of learning represented in the

documentation?

Figure 2. Considerations when creating or viewing documentation.

eled to other schools, teacher education classes,

and educational conferences.

Documentation in this form is not intended

to be an assessment of the progress of either

an individual child or all children. Nor is it a

method for comparing children, giving grades, or

determining placement. Rather, it is intended to

reflect a group of children and adults as a learning

community and to deepen our individual and

collective understanding of how children learn

in and as a group (Forman & Fyfe, 1998). (See

Figure 2 for factors to consider when creating or

viewing documentation.)

Bringing school life into bold relief for mem-

bers of the wider community expands their im-

ages of children’s intellectual, emotional, and

aesthetic lives. For students, knowing their work

goes beyond school walls lends authenticity to

their learning.

Concluding Thoughts

In our view of accountability, documentation

blurs the line dividing summative and formative

assessment. Learning becomes more visible and

new learning happens when teachers share stu-

dents’ work and words back with them. Making

learning visible inside and outside the classroom

can provide evidence of student learning and

extend that learning or inform next steps. The

act of documenting slows students and teach-

ers down in ways that enhance teaching and

learning. Exhibitions not only show the products

and processes of learning, they also provoke

the way we conceptualize learning and how to

measure it. Moreover, preparing documentation

for public consumption deepens the exhibitors’

own learning. Documentation reinvigorates as-

sessment practices that draw on teachers’ ob-

servation and analytic skills; it makes public a

conversation about our educational beliefs and

values.
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Appendix:

Ten Principles of Progressive Education

1. We structure experiences that actively en-

gage the child in producing rather than solely

consuming knowledge.

2. We integrate thematic units of study and

foster authentic learning opportunities.

3. We provide opportunities for the arts to

occupy an integrated place in the curriculum

as an essential way to acquire and express

knowledge.

4. Teachers and children use time and space in

a flexible manner.

5. We respect diversity among children and

variation in their development.

6. We collaborate with parents as coeducators

in meeting children’s needs.

7. Teachers raise children’s social conscious-

ness by encouraging them to examine and

confront complex issues within society.

8. We value ongoing reflection and self-

evaluation by children and adults.

9. We guide child-choice and decision-making.

10. We view our school as a center for teaching

and learning for all ages.
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